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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

O After more than a decade of affirmative action legislation, women and

minorities remain underrepresented ,, in, college and university

administrations. Twenty percept of the current sample of 2,896 were

women while slightly over eight percent were members of minority

groups.

o Positions occupied by the most women and minorities are those of

registrar, librarian and director of financial aid. The three

positions occupied by the greatest number of men are president, chief

business officer and registrar.
4.

o
Of the 653 deans included in the sample, 90 (13.8 percent) were

women. Over half of the women deans were found in the fields of

nursing, home economics, arts and sciences 'and continuing education.

-Only 5.5 percent of all deans were members of minority groups.

o

F

Whites were more likely to benefit from,the creation of new positions

_than, minorities; men were' more likely to hold new positions than

women.

O The largest number of women respondents were employed at Liberal Arts

II colleges while the largest percentage of male resporidents were

found in Comprehensive I universities. Eight of the thirteen women

presidents were found in Liberal Arts II colleges.

o More than half (58:3' Oercent) of minority administrators were found

in public colleges and universities.

There wai no difference in the percentage of whites and blacks who

have tenure, however, relatively lower percentages of woMen have

tenure than men.

0

o Higher percentages of men hold academic rank as compared to women.

Not quite half of the women with rank hold full 'professorships,

however,a majority of men have achieved this rank.

o Distinct differences in marital status between men and women are

noted. While the majority (87.8 percent of male administrators are

currently .married, less than half (43.7 percent ) of the women are

married.

o The largest percentage of respondents' fathers were employed in blue'

collar occupations. More minority administrators had fathers in blue

collar jobs than did whiteS. The majority (69 percent)- of all

1.espondents' mothers were homemakers.

The Ph.D. is the most commonly held doctoral degree for both Men and

women; minorities and whites. Of respondents who hold the first

doctorate, approximately eighty-seven percent are men; Approximately

thirteen percent are women. Similar percentages are reported for the

number of degrees earned by both minorities and whiteS. .



o At the Master's degree level, relatively higher percentages of women

than men hold graduate assistantships; no differences are noted-by

sex at the doctoral 'level.. ,At :both master's and doctoral level,

higher pQrcentages of minorities held fellowships or traineeships.

O Highest percentages of external professional participation for both

men and women are recorded for 1) membership on boards of directors

of a state or regional organization, 2) paid external consultancy and

3) pubTishing articles in professional jounals. Relatively higher .

percentages of minorities participated in all external activities

with the three activitie 5. mentioned above having the highest

participation rates.

O Slightly larger percentages of women and minorities report mentor

relationships. An overwhelming majority of both male and female

respondents reported having had male mentors. A relatively high

perceFitage of minority, group members found the mentor-protege

relatiohnship to have been very important to their professional

careers as compared to less than half of the whites.

o Career mobil-i_Iyissues_do not differ signficiantly for men,and women.

Minorities and whites ,both. .selected duties and responsibilities,

mission and'philosophy of the institutions readiness for change and

.geographical location as being of high importance in their decisions

o..to move and to rmain at their current institution. Minorities

tended to feel more strongly about these issues.

Slightly higher percentages of minorities than whites and relatively

more women than men are seeking a job chAnge.

o Higher percentages of women than men hold more of their educational

degrees and previous positions from theinstitutions where they are

currently employed.

o Minority respondents felt, that major increases had taken place in

their opportunities for professional advancement, personal autonomy

to carry out responsibilitieS .and opportunities to serve others:

o Administrators were in basic agreement aS to the types of items that

should be cut if fiscal matters become more consteained. Both white

and mtnorities agree that funds for athletics should be first cut.

No significantAifferences were noted hy sex.

o The .greatest future concerns for Ooth whit4- 'and minorities are

student recruitment and, student retention. Women tended 'to feel more

strongly about these issues than men. Affirmative action is of

higher concern for members of minority.groups than for whites.

4 ,
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FOREWORD'

. .

Persistent ,national attention over the last two.tlecades to matters

of equtty and ways. tvachieve *it. has had !consequericei; for-colleges and:

universities'. :They have cbme tcCsee:: therliselves .andjo. be een. as a

, .

national avenue of -accesS to social lnd'ecanomtc apportunity.' Indeed
-

much.of the federal fun-ding has been developed in support of the idea.

,

In turn, one outcome of this reemphasized social mission is a

.9

1Fealiza,tton that colleges,and universitfes oust pay special attention to

the state of thetr own households. Action in this sphere has come

slowly but steadily. The Center for the Study of Higher Education has

given part of its research efforts to specific topics af access and to

issues of equity in particular settings: That background gives° us ,

special appreciatiom for the scale ,and scope of the study that led to

this report.

This exaMination cuts across the gra-in of the administrative layers

of higher education to reveal vartous forms and dimensions bf persistent

inequity..: Dr. Kathryn .Moore has ddeloped a rich ,source of informatibn

to make clear .some featuret wp.thought were altered. Comments and

observations about tlie study can ,be addressed to Dr. Moore at this

Center.

William Toombs
Professor and Director
The Pennsylvania State University
Center for the Study of Higher Educatton

xi
S.



a INTRODUCTION

After over a decade of legislation, policy commitments, lobbying,

and special programs, women and minorities remain, seriously

underrepresented in .the L;ministration tof colle* and 'universities.

'

The, only comprehensive studies of employment .patterns of women and

minority adminisrators in higher education (Van Alstyne and Withers,

1977; Frances and Mens'el, 19131) found only small changes since federal

affirmative action began (16 percerit females and 2 percent minority in

1977 compared to 19.7 percent female and 7.8 percent minority in 1-981).

At° segibr, polfcy-making levels the proportion is even smaller. For
d

example the number of. Wmen presidents has increased by 30 percent in

five years, but the proportion of women in chief executive positions

remains quite smitll. Women represent fewer than 8 percent of the total

number of chief executives of accredited postsecondary institutions

(ACE, 1981).

Several studies dn the status of women faculty'have-been reported

in recent years'(Asti,n; 196936 Howard, 1978; Van Alstyne and Withers,

1977),sbut researCh on Women adminisfrators is not abundant.' As Moore

and Wollitzer (1979) pointed out, "research on women in academic

administration is remarkably sparse, undoubtedly' owing both to the

relative scapcitY% Of such women ,and the short time span since research

awareness has turned to this sector of accideme" (p.65). Similarly,

'research on minority administrators, either male or female,. has been

minimal. Work by Uones (1977) and Hoskins (1978) point to the fact that

blacks and 9ther minorities tend to be confined to predominately black

institutions or tO low.level, staff positions or untenured faculty slots

in:predminately white jnstitutions. Johnson (1974) suggests that most



black administrators do not have career patterns,similar to whites for a

variety of reasons, many of them beyond the control of,the individual.

Little is known although much is presumed about the'women and

minorities who do hold positions of leadership and responsibility.

Overall the studies have.tended to concentrate on a narrow range of

positions or institutions. A review of this literature reveals five

rough categories. There are a numbe'r of nonempirical articles that

detail factors believed to reauce opportunities such as a lack of role

models and mentors, socialization patterns and discrimination. A second

clast of articles reports on programs designed Tor women and minorities

who aspire to administration their location,,structure and usefulness

(Berry, 1970.

A ttfird category includes studies that examine ;faculty robility,

affirmative action, _and related issues. . Some of these Include

administrators but have little or no detailed analyiis of the

administrative group (Andrulis, 1975). The fotirth category of studtes

are those, which provide statistical information on the locations,
;

,titles, and salary levels for women and minority administrators, but-
.;

give little .dynamic information on the process of movement among

positions and institutions and very little or no background information

on the individualsHowardT1-9711iVirTkistyne, 1977; Frances and Mensel,

1981).

Finally, there are a few studies which create "profiles"

administrators, but there are several factors that reduce the usefOness

of these studies. For example, most of these studies are limited in
.0

scope; they concentrate on only one position (e.g. president), or only

one type of school '(e.g., university) or onlY one state or region.

1 3.
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Consequently the samples.are very small and the ability to generalize is

limited. Moreover, many are unpublished dissertation studies which are

not widely available (Moore and Wollitzer, 1979).

The closing of a decade and the beginhing of another in the effort

to advance women and minorities to decision-making_ posts in higher

education seems an appropriate time to assess what has taken place and,

more importantly, what is likely to occur. While the demographics of

the ten years since affirmative action was mandated do not suggest that

much quantifiable change has occurred there does appear to be a new

consciousness about the problems and a new sophistication about possible

remedies.

The paucity of women and minorities in administrative positions has

serious implkations 'fOr the functioning Pf inStitutions of higher

learning. F,rom._a management standpoint there Are questions Of its

impact on efficiency and motiyation. If members of particular groups

are excluded from.opportunities in administration, it is possible that

people with strong abilities are. not 6eing utilized in a manner that

would, maximize the- institutions' personnel reSources and talent.

Moreover, the increasing heterogeneity of the student body calls for

administrators who are sensitive to the intellectual aspirations and.the

social and emotional needs of different students. The Absence of women

-and minority administrators increases the likelihood that minority and

female students will not.be'well served.

The Leaders in Transition project was designed to sample a large

number of college and university administrators in over 1,400

accredited, four-year institutions. By collecting data on both males

and females, and from both majority and minority ethnic groups at one
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time, the Leaders's project is one of the largest data bases available

on line decision-makers in- higher education. From the comprehensive

data arovided 'by the study, norms and beliefs about college

administrators can'be judged more accurately and efforts to preserve the

vitality of higher education Institutions may be enhanced.

The present report.provides a national perspective on the situation

of women and minority administrators in relation to their,male, white

majority.peers.. The data add to the accumulative evidence in support of

increasing the opportunities for achievement within higher education

among the administrative ranks.

Sampling ilethodS

A standardized questionnaire containing 29.questians was deVeloped

at the Center for the.Study of Higher Education and sent to a'stratified,

random sampfe of line administrators in accredited four-year,

degree-granting institutians. The sample .consisted of approximately 20
e'

percent, or 4,000 administrators from 'a total population of 20,000
.

administrators and 1,,600 institutions using the 1979 HEGIS information,

In addition, the sample was stratifie4 by position type .amOng the

administrative positions listed in the 1979-80 Educational -Directory.

Therefore, the sample includes -such generic titles aipresidents,

provosts, vice presidents, registrars and deans, but does not include

assistant or associate.titles with the exception of assistant to the

president.

A three stage mail-Put and folTow-up procedure was initiated in

March 1981 and culminated in June 1981. The initial mailing of the
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questionnaire and letter of explanation in March as followed by a

reminder postcard three Weeks later. A second questionnaire was mailed

during the ffrst week of May 41ong with a letter stressing the

importance of a high response rate in order,:ta compile an accurate

profile of leading administrators nationWide.- phone calls were placed

to non-respondents beginning the last week of May and continuing through

the month. of June. A standardized form was followed which reminded the

persoh about the survey, asked whether the questionnaire had.been

mtsplaced and a new copy needed, and encouraged the individual to

declare whether or not he or she wished to participate in the study.

When direct contact with the administrator was not possible, a message

was given to a secretary or an associate. A 10 percent sample of top

line administrators was selected as a workable number to reach by phone.

A' response rate of 73 percent was achieved by the end of June 1981.

Completed questionnaries were coded and processed at the Center for.the

Study of Higher Education.

The principal reason for surveying such a large sample was to

iirovide a meaningful and accurate base upon which future studies of the

structures- of administrators' careers could be judged. The size of the

,sample also Was determined to ensure the inclusion of a Workable number

of women and minorities. As a result of the scoOe of the sample and the

.high response rate; generalization of the information to the larger

population appears justified, 'as well as analysis of the data: by

subcategories.

Sponsorship and Dissemination

The Leaders in Transition project was co-sponsored by the American

Council on Education. Dr. J. W. Peltason co-signed all survey
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correspondence along with the principal investigator. The sponsorhip of

such a large and prestigious organization as the ACE was crucial in

achieving the high response rate.

Some of the dissemination efforts resulting from the study, have.

been carried out in coordination .with ACE, especially the Office of

Women. Major presentations have been made at 'the American Association

of Nfgher Education (AMIE) (Spring 1982), American Educational Research

Associatton (AERA) (Spring 1982) and' the National Conference lyr ACE

(Fall 1982). The present report constitutes yet another way to reach

'the leaders in academe and others with ififoi'mation aboui administrators

and administrative careers.



-:FINbINGS

. PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

In order to analyze accurately the career paths.of administrators,

respondents were asked to list all paid professional positions they had

held, beginning with their current position. They were also asked to

name each institution of employment and the dates during which they held

each- position. This comprehensive vita was also to include Any

part-time, jointly held or acting positions.0

The total number of professional positions held,ranged from one to

17. In order to establish a workable data base,,a maximum of 10

-positions per individual were coded. The number of profess-renal jobs.

held by most of the respondents fell within a range of three to eight.

Current Position byjZace and Sex

'Of the 2,896 senior admtnistrators who responded to the survey, an

overwhelming 91.8 percent of the respondents are white/Cautasiani 156

(5.4 percent) are black/Negro and 81(2.8 percent) are of "other" racial

or ethnic groups: The Current positions.containjng the largest numbers

, 6f blacks include registrar's (13), librarians (13), directors of

financial aid (11) and presidents (8).
0

There is a higher percentage of black women administrators than

males, 8 percent compared with 4.8 percent respectively. Of those who

were claSsified as "other" racial. or ethnic group, 77.7 percentare mate

and 22.3 percent are female. 'For purposes Of subsequent,analysthe

-.respondents- in the "other", Category have, been included -into 'the black

.grdup to make a 'joint cateigory labeled "m-inOrity."



FREQUENCY OF RACE

Figure 1.

When the sample was analyzed by sexi we, found that 577 .or 2.0

percent of the tptal 2,896 respondents were women. The three

administrative positions which employ the largest' number of .the. 577

females are: head librarians (N = 63), registrars (N=56) and directors

of financial aid (N=54). -These same three positions contain-the largest

number of minority administrators. The three top positions held bY the
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greatest number of the 2,318 male respondents are: president dr

Chancellor (149 or 90.6 percent), chief business officer (149 o'r'95:5

percent) and registrar (142). Thbre were.653 deans or directors fn the

sample; heading 29 different academic school's or colleges. Of- that

total 90 (13.8 percent) were women. Over one half of these women deans

were' found.in the fields of nursing:, home economics, arts and sciences,

and continuing .education. No women were to be found .as'Aeans ,of

business, engineering, law, medicine, or physical education.' 'There were

a total of 37 minority 'deans or directors of academic units. This

represents 5.5 percent of all deans with the greatest concentration

(N=8) to be found in_ education.

First Person to Hold Position 0

To take into account the rapid expansi;On of ,new jobs Created at'

many colleges and universities during previous decades, we -asked

respondents to-indicate whether they had been the first person to occupy'

any of their paid positions: The results°showed that 18 percent (520)

had been the first persons .to hold a newly. created pOsition. Whites

were- mdre likely to hold such new positions than were minorities or

,women.

Length of Time i6 Curr.ent Position

Most- senior officials have held .their current positions for five .

years or less. Using 1981 as the current year, 53 percent Of the:total

sample. began their current position. ifl 1976 or_more_recently. Sixty-

four (2 percent) have been in thair positioh for less than one yeari. 694
0

.(24 .percent) from one to two'yea-rs and 776 .(26.8 perCent) from three to

five'years.,
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When length of time in current position is analyzed by gender, it

appears that slightly higher percentages of women than men assumed their

current position between 1976 and 1981 or in other words have been in

their positions five years or less. jor instance, Spproximately 3

percent of the women in the sample have been in their current position

for less than one year as compared tO 2 percent of the men.. Likewise

approximately 32 percent of the women began their current job in 1979 or

1980 and have been in office for one to two years compared to 22 percent

of the men. There is virtually no difference between the percentages of

men and women who began their current positions from three to five years

ago.

In contrast, approximately 47 percent of the men as compared to

approximately 34 percent of the women have' leen in their current

position six years Or longer.

Type of Institution Where Currently Employed

When the distribution of female and minorjty administrators is

analyzed by type of institution, as defined by the Carnegie Code,

°. differences are striking. Institutions classified by the Carnegie Code

as Liberal 4rts II employ, the largest number of the 577 female

administrators Who responded to our survey. (41.9 percent compared to

22.8 percent malet).. '-The largest.percentage of male respondents,can-be

found in Comprehensives IN (32.4-- percent).- Although-- thissame

*Aristitutibn type is the second' largest employer of our women

'respondents, the figures fall to 19.4 percent of the total female

sample. The predominance.of women administrators in Liberal Arts'II

colleges is carried to the chief executive level as well; eight of the
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13 women presidents are chief executive officers at this type of

four-year college,

The Majority. of ,white and minority respondents are employed at

either Comprehensives I. or Liberal Arts IIins6tution types. There are

.slightly more whites 'and.minorities at Comprehensive Universities (29.2

percent whites and 39,..0 perCent minorities). than Liberal Arts II

colleges (26.1 percent white and 33.7 percent minority).

When type: of -control is examined, the percentages of male

respondents .currently employed at either -public or private four-year-

institutions are fairly eVenly divided. Slightly, over one-half 51.8

.-percent) -of.the.,men are employed at a public college or uniVerSity and

nearly the same.humber (48.2 percent) are at private institutions. On

the other hand, a clear majority of female administrators (71.8 percent).

can be found:at private colleges, with Only ,28.2.perceht emplbyed in

public institutions.

A larger perCentage of white administrators are.employed by private

institutions (53,6 percent) than by public .5chools (46.4 percent). The

reverse is true for minority administrators with 58.3 percent in public

colleges or uhiversities and 41.7 percent at private institutions.

Rank and Tenure

Of the 2,686 White respondents who answered the__quastions
-^,

pertaining to academic ranking, 51.7 percent hold academic rank; and the

majority (62.7 percent) &re full prOfessors. Among minority,

Al,espnlicie.nts, 44.9 percent have rank and a,majority of that number (60,2

percent) 'hold full' profesSorships. There was no 'difference in. the,

a

percentages of whites and blacks who have tenure (approximately 36

Percent for both).

24,-)
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. -

When responses.to the questions concerning academic rank and tenure

are examined by sex, women administrators .show, relatively lower

percentages than their male colleagues. Slightly more than one-third

(38.8 percent) of the iemale respondents hold academic r,ank compared to

over one-half of the males (54.3 percent). Similarly, not quite half

(46 perceni) of the women with rank hold a. full professorship but a

majority of -ITIale administrators (65.4 'perCent)- -have attained this

distinction; Whfle slightly more than one-half.of the 'wOmerith rank
. .

(58.6 percent) sa14- they -have tenure, 'nearly three-fourths.of the males

'

with rank (71.7 percent) responded affirmatively regarding the question

of tenure.

+,;



EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
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As one means of describing the career paths of administrators, we

asked respondents to list their earned degrees. There were *spaces for

bachelor's, master's, doctoral and other post-doctoral such as master of

law, other medical degrees, divinity degrees and certain specialist

certificates and diplomas. Nearly one-half (49.3-percent) of the male§

in the sample listed three earned degrees compared to only one-third

(33.5 percent) of the fema.le respondents. The largest percentage of

women (40.5 percent) listed two degrees compared to 31.3 percent of.;the

males. Of those who had earned four degrees, however, the males showed

only a slightly higher relative percentage, 6.1 'percent of the male

respondents,compared to 4.7 percent of the female.

The nUfriber of, womerc who have acquired a doctorate total 187 or

slightly less than-one-third (32.4 percent) of the total female sample.

However, over one-half (52.3 percent) of the male population has earned

this.' degree. Therefore, based on .the total number , of 1,400

administrators who hold a first doctorate, 86.6 percent are male and .

13.3 percent are fethale.

Strikingly' similar percentages are recorded for' the number of

degrees earned by both minorities and iihites. The largest percentages

of both racesshave acquired three degrees. (whites, 46.3 percent and

minorities, 44.1. percent). There are,nearly equal percentages of white

.administrators (33 percent) and minority leaders (34.9 percent) with two

degrees and 13.9 percent whites and 12.4 percent minorities with just

one earned degree. 'Figures of 5.8 percent of the whites and 5.9 percent

.of the minorities represent those respondents who listed four earned-

degrees. ,

2e1
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For both seXes and both, races the Ph..D. degree is the most commonlk
.

awarded doctoral degree: 71.7 percent of women and 66.4 percent o.mén,

"and 67.5 percent whites and 58.5 percent minorities hold Ph.D.s.

In addition to denoting, the number of earned degPees, respondents

also listed the primary fields in which the degrees had been awarded..

These are described below'?

Bachelor!s Degreesi' 'Of .0e.2,819 people (96-percent ) who had

earned, a first bachelor's degree; the top four fields were: English and

English., literature, 294 (10 percent); history, 277 (10 percent)1

business adMinistration, 268 (9 percent); and secondary education 199. (7

percent). 'Minority administratorg were more likely to hold bachelor's

degrees in edudation or socfai'scienceps.

Graduation years 'ranged from 1919 to 1982, inlcuding those whose

degrees were still in progress.. The largest concentration oCcurred in

1950 when 130 graduates (5 percent) received, their bachelor's degrees.

There are '96 administrators who hold a second bachelor's degree.

Of this group, rominent fields of study included religion or theology,

library scienci and education.

Master's Degrees: Approximately BO percent of . current

administrators earned master's degrees. Three of the four most often

studied fiei-E-alf-be---grouped under the general heading of education.

- The greatest.number (12 percent) specialized in'guidance and cbunseling;

followed by educational administration and educational psychology or

curriculum._ The degree of master of business admibistration (M.B.A.)

was awarded. to 6.7 perceTit. Women and minorities dO not differ

signjficantly from this. Of the 226 individuals idho received a second

master's degree, library science was the leading field -followed by

,

business administration, and religion or theollgy.
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Doctoral Degrees: 'First doctoral degrees were earned by 50.2

percent (1,456) of the sample. The predominate number, of degrees was

conferred in the general area of education of which the most popular

specialty was higher education administration (13 percent). The second

.
area was.educational administration with. 9 percent and then educational,

psychology or curriculum with 8 percent. Among other disciplines in

which respondents earned their first doctorates were English :literature,

histOry and laW.

The :two ,types of) degrees most often- earned- were , doctor of

philOophy (Ph.D.) (67 percent) and doctor of education (Ed.D). (23.5

percent). In- addition there were ..51 holders of -the J.D. and 25

individuals who had. earned medical degrees. Seventeen respondents said

theyheld "other' doctorates and 56 people noted doctorates biA 4-0 not'

specify type of.degree.

There were 23 respondents who said the, had received a second

doctorate. The fields of study included 'the health professions and law.

Among' those classified as "other" there were 44 specialist certificates

and 1-6diVinity dipoldias awarded. Certificates, were earned in such

programs a5 gUidance and counseling, educational administraiion and'

library 5cience.

GradUate Pro ram ADpointment

3

One . of the alleged. sources of difference in the' level of

achievement between whites and minbrities and between men and women has-
,

been the nature and extent pf support received in graduate schdol. To

address this issue respondents-wereoasked to circle Any of the following

positions that they may have held whtle'enrolled in either a master's or

doctoral degree program:' research assistant, teaching assistant,

261
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program/residence hall assistant, fellowship/traineeship, or other

graduate appointment. A total of 1,253 respondents (43.2 percent) held

some type of appointment while pursuing a master's degree and over half

(53.6 percent) held a graduate position while enrolled in a doctoral

program (see Table 1).

- Relatively, higher percentages of fema)e participation were recorded

in three.categories; 12.5 percent had been a program or residence hall

assistant compared to 8.1 percent of the men; 23.2 percentiield a

master's fellowhip or traineeship compared to 18.9 percent of the men,
P

and 13.4 percent of women administrators had held an "other" graduate

appointment when enrolled in a mas
J_

er s program'compared-to 8,9 percent

_

When the graduate appointments of those members Of our sample whb

had purifed a doctoral degree Were analyzed by. sex, virtbally -no
/

differences emerged. The largest number of Women (31.7 percent) had

held a doctoral fellowship or trajneeship while 30.5 percent.of the male

7
respondents had held this same position. A similar percentage of men

(4.1 percent) and women' 0-.9 percent) ha'd been a program oc-'residence

,hall'Assistants. During,bo,th.master's and ^doctoral programs relatively
.

higher percentages of mqn held.researcK and teachig4 assistantships than

'female resilondents.

Teaching assistantships and fellowship/traineeship positions were

'

held' by the' greatest number.of minorities and whites in both advanced

degree programs. A greater percentage of' whqes held teaching

anistantships .and a slightly tiighr percen'tage of minoritiei ^held

fell.oWip/traineeship positions (see Table 2),
E



TABLE 1

GRADUATE APPOINTMENTS BY DEGREE

Master's Doctorate

(N=1,253)

1.

2.

3:

4.

5.

Research assi.stant
,

Teaching assistant

Residence hallassistant

Fellowship/traineeship
_

. -

Other

241

445

1,32,

292
.........._

143

332

523.
,

62

460

183

TABLE 2

GRADUATE APPOINTMENTS BY RAM.'

Master.'s Doctorate

White Black \White : .Black

N N N N 7-7

Teaching assistant 428 (30..2) 17 ,(20.2) 499 (35.2) .24 (28.6)

FellOwshfp/traineeship .272 (19.2) 20.(23.8). 428 (30.2) 32 (38:1).

(Percentagesbased on 1,416 Whiteseand 84 minorities who responded tb the question)

17
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PERSONAL BACKGROUND

Age

The years of birth given by our sample of administrators rained

from 1907 through 1957, Nearly one-third (838 or 30 percent) 'Of the

respondents were born between the years 1930 and _1937. Minority

.administrators -do not 4i.ffer from these figures, but tend to cOnfonW7ta----________

the-data. in their gender group.(see Figure 3 below).

AGE BY SEX

Cs/ cr)

Figure 3.

2 9
4
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Place of Birth

Birthplaces included every state in the country, with the exception

ofl, Alaska and many-foreign countries.. The heaviest concentratiOn was

in the northeastern and-midwestern sections of the United States. Oyer

55 percent'of minority adMinistrators were born-in Southeastern states;

Top Five Birthplace States ,

New York 264 (9 percent)

Pennsylvania 229 (8 percent)

Illinois 169 (6 percent)

Ohio 150 (5 percent)

assactusetts 118 (4 percent)

Foreign au-mtr. 155, (4 percent)

Marital ;Status 8

A clear majority of 2,284'administrators (79 percent) are mdrried

ana living with their spouses. Of the remaining executives 242 (8.4

percent) have 'never married and 142 (4.9 percent) are members -of

religious orders; 130 (4.5 percent) are divorced, 50 (1.7 percent) are

separated and 43 (1.5 percent) are widowed.

There are distinct.differences in marital status between men and

women. A majority of male -admfnistrators are currently married and

'living with their mates (87.8 percent), while 43.7 percent of the female

res'pondentS are currently ma_rrled. A.greater percentage of women than'

men are single and have neverteen married (23.8 percent) or'are single

by virture of membership in"a religious order (15 percent). Only 105

males (4.5 percent) bave never been married and just 56 (2.4 percent)

belong to a religious order. No minority administrator was in a

religious order and 7.5 percent have never been married. A higher

percentage of women than men are divorced or separated, and a higher
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percentage of minority adminiStrators (10.2 percent) are divorced than'

whites (see Figure 4 below).

MARITAL STATUS BY SEX
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: Figure 4.

Spouses' Occupations

The .largest occupational category for .the spouses of the 2,033

married male administrators wa'S,-that of homemaker, (39.8 percent). The

next largest categories were educational :occupations (ihcluding primary

and secondary school teachers and counselors), 18.2 percent, and

clerical occupations, 10.2 percent. Only 4.2 percent of wives were

college professors and 2.5 percent were college'administrators.
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The field employing-the largest pementage of the spouses of the

251 married female respondents was higher education: 17.9 percent of

husbands were employed--as college professors and an additional 11.2

'percent. as college administrators.: The next largest occupational area

was business and management (23.9 percent). This included individuals

who were self-emploed and those who see'ved as consultants. An

additional 19.5, percent were professionals (including lawyers,

,psychologists, and journalists).

Educational Level Achieved by Parents

An examination by Sex of the data pertaining to the educational

'attainment levels cof respondents' parents reveals two major conclusions,

First, an:overall higher level of.forMal schooling had been accomplished

by the .mothers of both sexes. The following data support this

statement: figures of 816 (28.5 percent),mothers compared to 537 (18.8

percent) ,fathers completed high school, 472 (16.5 percent), motherS

,compared to 377 (13.2 percent) fathers had some college experience., and

304 (10:6 percent) mothers 'compared' to 278 (9.7 percent) fathers

graduated from college. The only exception occurred in the category of

the graduate degree. A total of 309 (10.8 percent) fathers compared to

95 (3.3 ,percen* mothers had acquired a post-graduate degree. Even

including these latter data, however, there' was a total- of 1,893 (66.1

percent) mothers who had at least completed high school or had some

/

furthel" advanced schooling 'compared to 1,689- (59.0 percent) fathers.

The secOndkOnclusion is that the relative percentages, for formal

\educational achievement are greater for 'the parents of ,femaTe

respondents than. for male'respondents. figqre of-69.2.percent of the
\

.",
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female respondents' mothers had acquired at least a high school diploma

compared to 65.3 percent of the male respondents' mothers.' A relative
,

percentage rate.of 66.0 percent of all female respondents' -fathers had

completed high' school or a higher level of schooling compared to 57.3

percent of the male respondents' fathers.

A comparison of the educational achievements of respondents

fathers _:by raCe reveals slightly higher percentages for white

respondents' than minority respondents for each of four major levels of

accomplishment: 12.9 percent, of the fathers of whtte respondents

coMpleted grade ,school 'compared to 11.2 percent of the fathers of

minority. respondents; 19.0 percent of the fathers of white respondents,

graduated from high school compared to 15.1 percent of the'fathers of

minority respondents; 9.9 percent of the fathers of white respondents

completed college compared to 7.8 percent of the fathers of minority

respondents; and 11.1 percent of the fathers of white respondents.held
/..

graduaIe. degrees compared to 6.7 percent of the fathers of minority

respondents.

A-study-of the educational achievements of respondents' Mothers by

race reveals a similar higher percentage rate for white respondents for

grade school and Ogh school levelS. A figure of 11.9 percent of the,

mothers of white respondents completed grade school compared to 9.3

Percent of the mofhers of minority respondents. Twenty-nine percentof

the mothers of white respondentsre high school graduates compared td '

19.1 percent o the mothers of minority respondents. At the college

level, however, .the percentage. differences narrow. There are 10.7

percent of the mothers (:)f white reSpondents and 9..3 percent of the'

:mothers, Of Minority respondents who are college graduates and 3.4
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percent of the mothers Of mlilte respondents and 2.7 percent of the

mothers of minority respondOts who hold advanced degrees.

Parental Occupations

Respondents were,asked to state, at.<specifically as possible,-the

occupations of eich parent when the adminiftrator waS 16 years Old: The

Occupations of the fathers were very divere. However, the most common

types of jobs couldi be included under the heading of blue collar or

service occupatiods, with nearly' one-fourth (68 ) employed in this

category. Farmers composeti the secohd largest occ atiodal area*mith

298 (10 -percent). An Additional 9 percent were .sel -employed, and -7

percent were categorized as mid-level managers. When ercent of the

-.administrators in the survey were 16 years.of age, their fathers were

deceased. More' Minority administrators hAd fathers blue collar

occupations than did whites.

The majority of all respondents'mothers, 69 percent, Mere

homemakers. The next most common types of employment were domestic

service/waitress, 3 percent; secretary, 3 percent; and sales posifions,

2 percent. When 2 percent of the administrators were 16 yea s of age,

their mothers were deceased. Fewersdnority administrators had mothers

who mere homemakers (37 percent) and more had mothers who
44:

clerical or service occupations.

were in
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^

CAREER ISSUES

Professional Acttvilies

n

We offered a list of ten specific external professional actiVities:

and asked respondents to indicate whether or not they.had participated

in any of these suggested Wrsuits andto respond to the importance of

any such affiliations for the advancement of their professional careers.

Although the data showed general agreement between the.sexes, concerning

the most popular types of activtties in which the respondents had both

participated and considered important to professional advancement, the

relative perCentage of involvement was lower.for wOmen in.errY category

except two.

The two areas in which women had been slightly more involved than

men,were the Michigan/Wisconsin Institute for Administrative Advancement

and the 'Bryn Mawr Summer institute (HERS). Both of these activities,

however, were participated in least by the sample as.a whole. Figures

of .4 percent females and .3 percent males had attended the IAA and 1.4

percent of the women compared to. .1 percent of the men had been involved

in the HERS program. Both programs strenuously recruit women

participants (HERS,exclusively so).

The three activities for which" the highest percentages of

participation were recorded by both males and.females were: (1) member

of board of directors of a state or regional organization; (2) paid

external consulynt, (3) publisher of articles in professlonal joUrnals.

A similar percent of the women (31.7 percent) compared to 35.8 percent

of the,men had been a member of a state or regional board of dtrectors.

There were 28.1 percent of the females and 36.6 percent of the males who

had been paid consultants and 22,2 percent of female administrators and

36-
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,34.0 percent of males who said they had published artIcles in scholarly-
. :

journalS..

When the data were analyzed bY race the relative percehtage of

participation' was found to be greater for minority respondents in every

listed activity. The same three activities recorded the largest number

of participants. as those of male and female administrators. A total of

41.1 .percent of the minority respondents compared to 40.3 percent of

whites had been members of a state or regional board of directors; 54.1

percent of minorities compared to 37.1 percent of whites had been

external consultants. and 42.5 percent of.minorities compared to 35.9

percent of whites had published articles in scholarly journals.

Mentor-Protege Relationships

Respondents were asked if they had had a mentor. Such a

relationship was defined as any longterm, professionally-centered

relationships with more experienced individuals who may have guided,

advised and assisted them in the early stages of their careers. The

Osults shoWed 1,528 administratprs (53:2 percent) who said th0 had

experienCed at leastone such relationship. he Majority*(880) answered

that they had: had.one mentor while 421 named ,po mentors, 153 denoted

three, and the remainder four or more.

A slightly larger percentage (56.6 percent) of current female

administrators compared to 52.3 percent males reported at .leasI one

mentor. The largest percentage of both sexes listed onl one. such

relationship (31.'5 percent of the women and 30.1 percent of th men).

we -then asked members of the sample who claimed a . me tor

relationship to indicate the sex of the mentor(s) and to describe their

36
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mentbr(s)' title 'and their own career position at the time they first

met. The positions most-often held by all listed mentors were collapsed

into- two categories: college/university administrators (including

assistant, associate deans and department chairmen) and

-

college/university professors (including _instr. uctors, assistants and

associates).. As can be determined frdM the following table, although

significant numbers of both men and women specified the same titles for

their mentors when they first met, relatively more females listed

administrators as mentors than men and relatively fewer ,woMen, named

professors as mentors than their male colleagues.

The most _commonly nailed protege positions held by both sexes when

V.* first met their mentor(s) were ,college/universitY administrator§ Or

students. As Table 3 shows, relatively more women than men were already

41 administrative positions when they first entered into a mento

relationship.' An overwhelming 'majority of .both male and female

respondents said their mentors had been male.

Analysis by race reveals findings similar to those by sex. A

somewhat larger proportton of (58.0 percent) minorities compared ,to

whites (52.8) Claimed a.mentor relationship. Both groups listed only

one such association most often; 30.3 percent (N=818) whites and 31.6

percent (W-59) minorities.

As Table 4 shows, the same positions (college/university

administrators and college/university professors) were most often held

by the mentor(s). The greatest numbers'of respondents for both groups
--

were either college/university administrators- or students when they

first met their mentor(s);

A high relative.percentage of minorities (68.9 percent) said that

the mentor relationship had been very important to their professional

3 7
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careers 'compared to. less than half (45.7 percent) of the white

respondents.

TABLE 3

. MENTOR-PROTEGE RELATIONSHIPS
by Sex and Race GroUp

L.,

SEX . RACE
Male Female White Minority

(N=1200" (N=323) (N=1419) (N=105)

. %

Title of Mentor

Administrate'. 60.8 64.6 63,7 64.4

Professor 24.7 13.8 226 20.8

Other 14.5 22.6 13.8 14.8

Sex of Mentor

Male 95.° '52.3 86.5 - 78.8

Female

o Protege Position

5.0 47.7 13.5 21.2

Administrator 35.0 39.3 36.2 32.7

-Student 33.9 26.7 32.6 28.8

Other 31.1 34.0' 31.2 38.5

TABLE

MENTOR-PROTEGE RELATIONSHIP BY RACE AND SEX OF 'RESPONDENTS

Admin.

,
Title of Mentor Sex of Mentor Protege Position

' Prof. Male' Female Admin. , Student
0 %

RACE

A

White Respondents ' 63.7 22.5 86.5 13.5 36.2 . 32.6

(N=1419) -

Minority Respondents 64.4 20.8 ° 78.8 21.2 32.7 28.8

(N=105)

o

SEX

Male respondents 60.8 24.7 95.0 5.0 35.0 13.9

(N=323)

Female Respondents 74.6 13.8 52.3 47.7 39.3 , 26.7

(01205)
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When asked to explain in their own words their mentor(s) influence

on their careers, the majority of all, respondents replied that the

mentor had acted as a role model and provided general guidance or had

offered a combination of "on-the-job .training," guidance *.and sPecific

recommendations and introdUctions.to promote career advancement.

None of the minority respondents said that their mentor(s) had been

.tive.

J 0

negatic/e influence in .their .professional lives and only seven (.5 ,

percent) iof ,the whites claimed that their mentor(s) inf)uence had not

been pos

Other A tivities

In order to account for any prolonged lapses in professional career

histories we asked respo6dents to .indicate whether they hadAiscontinued'

their ork or schooling for a period of six months or more to engage fn

any of the following activities: military service, full-time homemaking

or an "other"- specified reason.

The results revealed that nearly one-half (47.6 percent) of the

male administrators.had 5pent some time in.military service. The, number

of 'women in the survey 'who noted military ,experience totals 12 (2.1

perceni). Nearly one-third, 29.3 percent, of women administrators had-
.

interrupted their schooling or professional lives to devote themselves

to full-time ,homemaking coMpared to five (.2 percent) of the men. Of

% -
those for whom 'it was necessary to dtscontinue their edUcational or

career pursuits for.an "other" reason, 1.7 percent.were feMale and 7.1'

percent were male.

.Analysis lay race shows that 38.7 percent of the whites and 32.6
.

pertent of the minorities had interrupted their professional careers or

3
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schooling for military service. A slightly higher relative prcentage

of minorities (8.6 percent) than whites (5.8 percent) had discontinued

their mirk or post-graduate studies in'oftler to be ful,l-time homeniakert.

.ApproXimately 12 percent of the minorities compared to 8 percent of the

,whites had discontinued their careers or educational pursuits for a

C

'period of at least six months tor an "other reason."

Moility,Issues

As one step in tracing the Career paths of administrators, we asked

r'espondents to rate the importance of the reasons they hac(for moving to

the institutions in which.they now work and for remaining It their

current places of employment. 44e developed a series° of factors and

asked administratOrs tojOow of what importance eaoh had by marking no,

low, moderate, high or very high interest.

A study of th.ese caieer mollility issues according to the sex of the

,

0., respondents revealed general agreement with thel total population ,

summai'y. Duties and responsibilities of the position, readiness for a

change, geographic .1bcation of the fhstitution and the mission and

philosophy of the college or university were all considered to be a very

1 . -

high, fimportance to many male and female administrators alike. . One

distinct dissimilarity between the sexes, howevei-., was a tendency for

women to give very high ratings on' these.issuek compared to men. For

example, 24.5 percent of the male sample rated geographic Iodation of

very high importance for moving to their present institutioq and ?7.5-

percent rated this factor as a very important reason for remaining where

they are compared to.the'higher pertentages for women (35.4 and 38;0.

respectively). .The iSsion and philosophy of the current institutions
,
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of eMployment when administrators 'moved to their present-location was

rated of very high importance by 32.1 ,percent of'the malet in contrast

to 41.1 percent of the females. The- importance of .this factor for

remaining-,where the'y are how employed- wa§' ated'of very high importanceN
.15y;'barely mOre than one-third (34.3 perIcent) of,the male population

,whifvnearlyonel.41(4,4.9.- percent) of,.the female adminstrator'S gave

/this istue the highest importance Marks (see Tible 5).

Women ip our qample -felt more strongly thAn men about the
0

congeniality of their'c011eagues As a factor in their moving to and

staying At their current institutions. High importance ratings of 23...8 .

percent and 28.7 percent were given by females while.only 15.0 percent

and 21.7 percent of the males marked this factor of high importance.

Although ,not many women or men considered job'opportunities for.

their spouses to be of significant importance to their professional

mobility, more women than men (8.0 percent compared with 1.5 percent)

rated this issue of very high imPOrtance. "moreover, half of the male

tample (52.7 perCent) considered this factor to be of no importance to

their careers Aile slightly more than one-third of the woMen

administrators, (36.5 percent) so responded.', The greatest percentage of..

female responSes occurred in the "not applicable" column (46.5 percent):

reflecting the current unmarried status Of th majority of 'woken

administrators. Forthose women with spouses, however, more felt it %es

importalt to take.their spouses needs.into account.than did married.Men

,(see Table 5).
.e

'Minorities and.whites selected the same issues as being of high

imPoirtance in thetr decisions to move to and remain at their current

institutions. There were, however, higher'relative percentage§ recorded
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by minority respondents, indicating that they held stronger feelings
.

toncerning the importance of these career mobility issues. Duties and

responsibilities of the fob-received the greatest percentage of very

high importance marks: Among respondents 55.4 percent of whites and

62.0 of minorities said this issue was of very high importance tiLtheir

decision to move to their, current institution. And 52.5 percent of the,

white administrators and 60.9 percent of the minority leaders again

marked this factor as a .very important reason for staying where they

are (see,Table 6).

The second highest' percentage' pertained to thb mission and

philosophy of the institution. A slightly larger percentage of minority

administrators.said this issue was of very,high importance for moving to

and staying at their current school.

The, geographic location of the college or university jn which

administrators work was the third highest rated issue. Again, relative

percentages were greater for minorities. (37.9 and 40.4)' than whites

(25.9 and' 28.8), but both races said location was avery important

consideration regarding career mobility.

Another issue which administrators felt had influenced their

decision to move to their present place of employment was readiness for

.a change. A total of 39.7 percent of white leaders and 41.5 percent of

minority respondents marked this reason of very high importance. In

addition; large percentages4 of both- races rated the competency and

congeniality of their colleagues of high importance.

Employment opportunities 'for the spouses of respondents was the

ilsue of least impOrtance to blacks and whites in both questions

regarding mobility. In this instance the relative percentages were



higher for white respondents; 50.2 percent compared to 39.3 percent for

minorities who rated this factor of no importance when they moved-to

their current institution. Similar figures of (42.2 percent) white and

(34.1 percent) minorities said this issue had no bearing on decisions-to

remain where they are.

Search -procedures elsewhere were not an influential factor for

, whites or minorities. A total of 1,037 whites (40.2 percent) and 56

minorities (32.2 percent) marked' 'no importance." Other possible career

Mobility, factors were generally rated of moderate tmportance by.a

majority of both minority and,white admintstrators'.

TABLE 5

MOBILITY ISSUES

REASONS FOR MOVING TO tURRENT INSTITUTION

MALE FEMALE WHITE MINOkITY

(% who marked "very important")

Duties/Responsibiliti.es of Job 56.3 53.7 55.4 62.0

Readiness for aChange 39.7 40.2 39.7 41.5

Geographic Location of InstitUtion 24.5 35.4 25.9 37.9
,

,

Mission/Philosophy of Institution 32.1 41.1 33.7 37.0.

Job OpportunitY for Spduse

(% who marked "no importance")

52.7 36.5. 50.2 39.3



TABLE 6

REASONS FOR REMAINIRG AT CURRENT INSTITUTION

MALE FEMALE WHITE MINORITY
.w

(% who marked "very important")

Duties/Responsibpities of Job. 52.8 54.1 . 52.5 50.9

Geographic Location of Institution 27.5 38.0 / 28.8 40.4

Mission/Philoiophy of Institution 34.3 44.9 35.9 43.6

(% who marked "no importanbe") -

Job Opportunity for Spouse 44.0 32.4 -42.2 . 34.1
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Inbreeding

The extent of inbreeding among the present sample of adMinistrators

was 'analyzed (Marlier, 1982). Career and education histories were

examined for previous affliation with current,institution of employment

through having- earned a degree, held a previous position af the
r

institution or both. Slightly over one-quarter of administrators are'

inbred by degree while over half (57.4 percent) are inbred by positfon.

Women are .more likely than mehr to be inbred, by degree. However there

are-no statistically significant differences in inbreeding by position.

When- both position and degree are combined,. a relati*ely higher

percentage of women are inbred (see Table 7).
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TABLE 7

PATTERNS OF INBREEDING BY. DEGREE, POSITION,
AND BOTH AS A FUNCTION OF GENDER

(N = 2,896).

All
a

Respondents Inbred by Degreed Inbred by position
b

'Inbred by'Bothc
N N Percent N . Percent N Percent

Male 2,319 587 25.3 1,320 56.9 444 19.1

Female 577 209 ° 36.2 343 59.4 144 25.0

Total 2,896 796 27.5 1,663 57.4 588 20.3

a
Has at least one degree from the institution 41ere currently employed.

b
Has held at least one previous poSitibn at institution where currently employed.

cHas. earned a degree and held a pOsition at institution, where currently ernployed. .

. .

,

dpercent of total number of each,sex.

Note. 'From Factors Relating' to the Extent of Inbreeding Among College and University
Administrators by Joyce D. Marlier, unpublished doctoral dissertation, The
Pennsylvania State University, 1982.:

Possible Job Change

In answer to the question of whether or not they were considering a

job change, 1,623 minority and white respondents replied, "no," 571

answered "yes," and 676 said, "maybe." Of the 1,247 administrators who

said "Yes," i,or "maybe," 43 percent were white and 48 percent were

minority. For respondents who marked "yes" or "maybe," six options were

given. The most popular.choiee was a new position at a new institution.

A total of 384 (33.2 percent) whites and 29 (31.9 percent) minorities

circled this option. The second. most popular choice for minorities.

(27.5 percent) vas a position outside of higher education. The other

selections for possible job changes were: a similar position at a new

institution, a new position at the present institution a'position in

higher education but not at,an instttution and "other" preferred, option.

c.t
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According to our survey there are more women hap. men Who are

seriously-considering or actively seeking, a job char's Slightly more

than half of the females in our samtile (51.5 percent) answered "yes" or

"maybe" to the question Of whether they are consi ering plans for a

career change. Only 41.5 percent .of the male po9l1ation, responded in

the same manner. As the figures in the foll wing table suggest, the

largest percentage of women prefer osition outside of' higher

education (32.4 percent). The second 'most popular choice was a new

position at a new 'institution .(29.7 percent). A position in higher

.education,outside.of &college or university was ,the least preferred job

opportunity.by both males_and females (see'Table 8 below) :

TABLE 8.,

JOB OPTIONS BY GENDER

JOB OPTIONS % OF,MALES % OF FEMALES

1. Similar position at new institution 28.2 19.3

2. New position at same institution 18.9 22.3

3. New position it new institution 34.2 29.7

4. H. E. ,posiiion outside institution 5.2 8.4

5. Position outside Higher Education 5.8 32.4

6. "Other" position 7.5 10.1

Would You Do It Again?.

We asked respondents to tell us if they would-choose to be an

administrator if they could,start over. A substantial majority of 71.5

percent responded "yes." Only 8.5 percent replied "no," and an

4 6 .
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additional 20 percent said "maybe." We- examined these answers by sex

ani:1 age ahd found no significant differences in response.

When asked to explain their chojce., the oVerwhelthing majority of

those who wrote comments '(806'or 72 percent) said, they enjoyed their

work, they were good at their.jobs and found the work challenging. Only

13 percent (144) said they would rather be out of higher education or

wished they had gone into another field.
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CURRENT ISSUES

Issue Question: Changes in Higher Education

We dsked administrators for their opinions regarding the changes

that are taking place in higher education today. We offered fifteen

important issues through which respondents could indicate the degree of

change at their current institution:

Quality of faculty scholarship
Quality of teaching
Morale of faculty
Quality of students
Quality of administrators
Quality ofdeadership-

- Quality:of academic programS
Support for women'S issues
Support for minority issues

.Competition for students
Resources required.to comply with federal reg lations

Litigation against the institution
State financial support for institution
Personal freedom to carry out work
Autonomy of the institution

--No single issue was perceived 'by a majority of fepale on male

administrators to have experienced a major increase. Ma0 of the women

and men tn ou'r sample felt hat moderate increases had occurred

regarding most of the issues With quality of academic program's receiving

thelargest per-centages (52.1 percent female and 57.3 percent male).

Quality of-students was -the only issue in which a significant

number of women (33.6 percent) in the sample felt their institdtions had

experienced a moderate' decrease. ,On the other hand 34 percent of the

male adMinistrators felt the Morale of the faculty at their institutions

hadundergonea moderate decrease.

The highest percentages of male and female responses occurred in

the "no change" column and included the issues of personal freedom to do
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one's own work (56.7 percent female and 57.8 percent male) and'autonomy

of the institution (59.8 percent female and 56.4 percent male.)

From the perspective of minority administrators eleven issues were

seen by both minority and white respondents to have undergone a moderate

increase, three areas had se-en no change and for only one issue waS

there a distinct disagreement between the races.

From a study of 'the issues in which both races recorded moderate

°increases, a difference was seen in the 4ata pertaining to state

financial support for the Institution of employment with 38.9 percent of

minorities ratiny thiS issuea moderate.increase while.only 28.0 percent

of*whites concUrred. A probable reason for thii discrepancy is*theqact

that more minorities (58.3 percent) are employed by public institutions

than whites (46.4 percent). khigher relative percentage of minorities

(50.5 percent) said the quality of teaching at their college or

university had experienced a mdderate increase compared to whtte

administrators-(48.4 percent).

The three issues for which substantial percentages of respondents

indicated no noteworthy change were: litigation against the

inStitution, personal freedom to do one's own work and the autonomy of

the institution. In all three cases larger percentages of whites noted

a lack of change. A'figure Of 42.7 percent of whites and 34.5 percent

of minorities marked a "no change" in litigation; 58.5 percent of whites

and 44:0 rmrcent of minorities said there was no significant change in'

their personal,freedom td do their dwn work, and 57.5 percent of white

*respondents compared to 50.8 percent of the minorities marked "no

change" in the autonomy of the instiution.

The one issue in which obvious disagreement between the races was
-

apparent. waS the status of faculty morale. The highest percentage of

49
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minority responses (30.0) were recorded under "moderate increase" while

the highest percentage of white respondents (33.6) said that the morale

of the faculty at their institutions had undergOne a moderate decrease

in recent years.

Issue Questicin: Career Changes

Administrators were given the opportunity to express their opinions

concerning changes that have taken place in their own careers. The

seven items to consider included: opportunities for . professional

advancement, satisfaction derived from working n higher education;

personal autonomy to cat.ry out responsibilities., financial.compensation,

. intellectual stimulation and challange, opportunity to foster change and

Opportunity to serve others.
4

In general, both men and women felt that, a.moderte increase had

taken place in everY categbry. The largest percentages of female. and

Male responses concerned the issue of financial compensation; 47.7

percent of the women and 53.9 percent of the men indicated a moderate

increase in this area'.

When the responses 'were examined'by race, white administrators

indicated moderate-increases in every category. Minority 'respondents,

howeveri felt that major increases had taken place in their careers

regarding three areas; opportunities for professional advancement (31.9

percent), personal autonomy to carry out responsibilities (34.1 percent)

.
:and opportunities to serve others (432 percent).

IssUe Question: Budget Cuts

We asked the members of our sample to indicate their opinions of

the priorit.i each, of a series of 14 issues should have if budget cuts



become necessary, at their institutions. Respo dents considered whether

the item should be among the FIRST to Be ut, would occupy an

INTERMEDIATE position or should be among the LAST t be cut.

Analysis of the data by sex revealed an overa 1 similar response

pattern. For example, the item which the majority f both males and

males felt should be cut first was funds for athlet\cs; 60.1 percent

by omen administrators and 61.7 percent by men. Among çhe issues which

female members of the sample felt would be placed in t e intermediate

\

cut category were funds for administative operations (65. percent) and

the number f junior faculty (64.5 percent). The largest p rcentages of

male-response im the intermediate category were funds for laboratories

(62.1 bercent) a d funds for student service§ (61.9 percent

which a majority of women and male adminiStrators felt shou d be among

. One item

'

, the last to be cut was funds for teaching programs;;6.7 per ent of the

women and 63.1 percent the men.

The data show only\one issue that a majority of Plites and

minorities agree should be Cut first: funds for athletics. A. total of

61.8 percent of -whites and 547 percent orminorities felt his issue
\ .

would have the least priority if budget cuts became necessarY.

Majorities of respondents of both rates placed theegreat

of issues .(N=9) in the intermediate ctitcategory.- For only on

-nine items was there any suggestion of'a difference of opini

the races:- The question of 'when to-cut thknumber of adminis

financial constraints required was ranked 55.5 percent of

sample as an intermediate concern.- Compa'red to (47.8 p

minority adminiStrators but . a nearly equal percentage of

(41.6 percent) said that this -item should be among the firs

st nuMber

of those-

n betWeen

rators if .

the white

rcent) of

minorities

to be cut.
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Te remainfng four areas that both minorities and.whites felt

should be among the last to be cut were: funds for libraries

(minorities 65.9 percent; whites 49.1 percent), ftnancial aid to

stUdents (minorities 74.4 percent; whites 55.0 percent), funds for

teaching programs (minorities 66.7 percent; whites 62.6 percent) and

faculty salaries (minorities g9.1 percent; whites 56.5 percent). A's the

above figures show, -minorities were more vehement in their desire to

retain these aspects of higher education at their institutions than

whites.

Issue Question: Future Concerns

Finally, administrators,'Were asked to tndicate the .importancie'

selected issues will have at their institutions in the next fiv\years.

Again, an examination of the responses by sex showed general agreement.

For example, a majority of both sexes placed very high importance on

student recruitment and student retention. More women, however, tended

to record these concerns as being of higher importance;.65.9 percent of

female administrators srated recruitment and 72.9 percent rated retention

of students of veny high importance compared to men who voiced these

same opinions (50.2 and 56.5 percent respectively).

Other issues for which larger percentages of women' leaders

expressed stronger .feelings included institution decision-making

processes and student development.. A substantial number of women (4g.8

percent) rated the first issue of very high'importance compared to 31.5

percent of the men. One-third of women administrators placed a very
%

high importance on student development in the next fiveyears in

contrast to 22.7 percent of their male colleagues.

52
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.Nhen the reSponses 'were analyzed by ,race the data reveal that

minorities' rated everY
,

issue of higher importance than whites when
0

relative percentages are used. There were five factors for which over

50 percent of the minority administrators marked very high importance

while only two issues received percentage totals of over 50 percent of

' the white sample.

The two greatest concerns for white and minority respondents were:

student recriiitment,and student. retentioh. Just over one-half of tt.).

gr..

whites (52.0 percent) and nearly t."-ee-.cohh^ o""e -;-o-4"e- (73 6'
. .

m. ui 6Lp 1., 611 MI fl f 161 S

percent) rated the recruitment issue of,very high importance. Student
0

retention was also felt to be a very importatit factor for institution'S

to addressin the next few years. A total of 58.5'perden.t of whites and

77.6.percent-of the minorities circled °very high", for this issue.

Other areas of serious concern to current administrators.are state

. and federal aid for students, public perceptiom of their-institutions

ahd alumni relations. 'In all three of these areas minorities show

. higher levels of conern. Although the greatest percentages of whites

are anxious about state aid (33.4 percent) and federal 'aid -(36.5

,`.

percent) for studihts and gave this issue a very high,importance rating,

50.6 percent and 67.6 percent of the minorities responded in a similar

fashion.,xegirang the two issues. Public percepton of the institution

received a significant number of white.votes for Very high importance

with a percentage of 45.4 but, again, relatively more minorities (64.6

percent) said this factor is very impärtant for their colleges and
4

universities. A total of 30.1 percent of white leaders placed very high

importance on alumni relations in, the foreseeable future and a
,

substantial percentage (48.1) of the minorities agreed.

53
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Regarling the issue of affirmative action the two largest

percentages of the white administrators (65.9 percent) said this factor

was of moderate or high importance in the near future. The majority of

iri'prity respondents, 62.4 'percent, rated this factor of high or very
os\v

high concern respectively for their institutions to address in the next

five years.

a

a

a

r.
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SUMMARY

This report joins the roster of other studies which document the

small proportion and unequal distribution of women and minorities in

American higher education. A principal contribution of this report is

the information it provides about administrators. Much has al'ready been

. 'learned about faculty and students but the managers and leaders in

higher education have been.relatively unstudied. The high response rate

to the LeaderS survey suggests that administrators welcomed the

opportunity to report on themselves.and their opinions.

Numerous commentators have remarked upon the changes 'occurring in

higher -education today. Not least among these changes has been the

trememdops influx of women and "minorities as students. At present,

women constitute 51 percent of the national student body, and minorities

are increasing their share yearly. Yet these numbers are not reflected

mong-the-faculties-nor-among-the-admin-i-stra-t-ions- of-ourinst-i-tutions.

This, despite the fact that we are a decade beyond the federal mandate

to make greater efforts in 'this regard. .Most conspicuous in their

apparent disregard \pf such a mandate are public institutions who show

consistently smaller
;

percentages of women among their administrative and

faculty bodies. Such a finding is difficult to square with the public's

cTear interest in More accurate representation of this gnqmp.

Minorities have fared somewhat better in public institutions, but many

such colleges where they are found have predominately black student

bodies.

Turning to the career information provided in the report,, several

findings deServe further comment. First, there is a striking clustering

of women and minorities in a narrow range of positions. Bearing in mind
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that the individuals who were surveyed were line administrators rather

than staff members, this suggests that most of the significant areas of

command responsibility, have not been awarded to women or minorities

despite similar credentials in most respects. .

The greatest opportunities for administrative careers for women and
s.

minorities appear to remain in colleges and universities specifically

designed to serve them: namely women's colleges and predominately.black .

institutions. In this regard the legacy of the nineteenth century still

appears to prevail. Moreover, the largest institutions and those with.,

cbeducatlim-a-l---s-tudent bodies appear to be the least likely to assign

line responsibility to women or minorities. Women in particular appear '

to suffer from confinement in a few tradftionally sex-related fields.

They are found as deans of nursing and home economics but.not,in the

other 25 academic areas ,including education. They are often chief

librarians, but seldom deans oflibrary science. ihey are .often

managers of bookstores but seldom chiefs of,business or physical plant.

The distribution of minorities appears to be less position-specific, but

quite institution-confined. That is, minorities can be found who hold

virtually every administrative title., but they are not found in any.

significant numbers in predominately white colleges and universities

which still comprise the majority of institutions. Despite the common

\

perceptions generated by affirmative action, white males have benefited'

more by 'the expansion of higher education in that more white males have

been the first occupants of newly created positions than either women or
\

Analysis within line positions shows that women are not as likely

to hold tenure or full professorships as are their male counterparts.'
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Hence even when women hold similar positions they do so.from less secure.

situations; In part this lesser status may be explained by the fact

.."that fewer women than Men hold a doctoral degree'. It may also be

indicative of the fact that More woMen came to their current positions

via-administrative rather thSti faculty routes.

The Mentor-orotege relationship has been examined elsewhere (Moore,

1982a, 1982b, Moore and Salimben6, 1981).. It appears to be a'potent

association for the advancement of individuals' Careers. The data

indicate that nearly half of all respondents believe they have had such

a relationship and' that:it was helpful to them. Slightly higher

percentages of both women and minorities re0ort-having been proteges. at

some point in' their careem., This suggests that a mentor has figured

more importantly in the careers. of women 'and minorities and may even
1.

explaih why some of these individuals were able to enter the "white male

-preserve" of academic adminiStration at all.

When 'career mobility issues were examined women and minorities

-appeared not to differ on the reasons they work in their current

administrative jobs. The duties and responsibilities of their positions.

and the mission and geographic location of their institutions figure

importantly in their thinking. However, relatively more minorities and

women are seeking a job change in the near future. A partial

explanation for he interest in job mobility may lie in their answers to

the questions concerning recent changes in their careers. More women

and minorities indicated that there had been major increases in their

opportunities for advancement, and in their personal autonomy and

responsibilities. It is likely that such individuals may see job change

as a lay to 'continue these incre4ses. Moreover, since fewer women and

5
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minorities occupy the topmost position, they may see more opportunities'

to climb the ladder than do white males who already occumi such

positions. Perhaps the brightest spot in the data is reflected by the

apparent optimism women and minorities express toward future mobility.

When looking to the future of their institutions and 'the issues

that need attention, women and minority-'administrators do not-differ

from their counterparts in.,what they see as important. However, they do

differ .in the intensity or urgency of their opinions. Women and

minorities tended to feel .more strongly that student recruitment and

retention were crucial issues for their institutions. It is likely that

, their location in institutions such as Liberal Arts II reflects these

judgments to some extent. It should not be surprising that affirmative

action is of greater concern also.

With respect to perSonal background there are some noteworthy

differences. For instance, while the great majority of white men-are

married, fewer than half of the women are, with a larger percentage

being members of religious orders. Minority ;group members tend to have

a higher divorce rate. These data.cast doubt on a common belief about

administrators' careers;--namely, that women are not mobile because of

marital considerations. While our.data would indicate that women seem

generally less mobile and more inbred, it would-appear that marital

considerations are not a major factor for most women. Indeed among

married men, marital/considerations :do not seem to rank very high. One

wonders why such a belief about women has such currency.

The famlly backgrounds of administrators is not strikingly

different when analyzed by gender or ethnic background with the

exception of mother's occupation. The data reveal that a higher
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proportlon of both women administrators and minorities had mothers who

worked. Various career researchers have pointed out that this

correlation exists in the backgrounds'a career women generally.

Qverall, the differences that appear between the majority white

males in administration and women,and minorities are consistent with

other findings about faculty and.other professions. What is surprising
\'

or at least discouraging is that after a decade of effort to increase

the diversity of personnel in higher education, that is, to infuse into

it more people with diOerent characteristics and 'backgrounds, that so

. little change has occurred. Indeed, the differences in credentials, both

educational or *professional, that we have discerned do not seem so

-Aisparate that the women and minority members who possess them can be

said to be "unqualified."- The sample of administrators described here

seems to suggest that the nature of the positions they hold is a

powerful screening device. Those who hold such line positions sa"dean,

'provost or president possets similar credentials. This is true even

'when taking institution type into account. The women and minorities who

hold these titles do not appear to differ so strikingl.vthat the

argument for different standards can be said to hold.

Given this past decade of incremental change, the future does not

-look promising for the advancement of women or ininorities. It would

seem that still greater initiatives must be made in order to show

imOrovement. Yet,such.initiatives are increasingly unlikely given the

continuing dOwnturn in student enrollments and institutions' fiscal

affairs generally. Failing the continuation of tlie natural expansion

forces that brought so many males into administration in the 50s and

60s, new avenues must be tried. The one bright spot our data point to

,5J
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-is the,effectiveness of mentoring for the development and retention of,

women and minorities. Mentoring could be used to attract new-people to

advance them once they have been hired. Clearly,

without significant interest and assistance by fair-minded white male

administration and to

.administrators little can or will.change to benefit the inclusion of

More women and minorities. It is only as the leaders in American higher

education inVesi more seriously in the diversification of-administrative

personnel can it truly be said that the spirit of affirmative action has

been achieved. .
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